ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Traffic-sign recognition (TSR) is an fundamental component of a driver assistance system (DAS) [6] . It enhances safety by notifying the driver of speed limits or possible dangers such as imminent road works or pedestrian crossings. The traffic signs have two utmost properties are their 'Colour' and 'Shape' using which the real-time system becomes capable to detect and identify the Traffic Signs e.g., red-rimmed circular prohibition signs, triangular warning signs, and blue information signs. The simplified pictograms make them easily perceivable and understandable.
The detection and recognition of these traffic signs may face one or more of the following difficulties: (i) Faded signs(ii) The presence of obstacles in the scene(iii) Similar objects in the scene or similar background color (iv) Damaged signs. To overcome these difficulties many techniques have been suggested. S. Maldonado et al. [1] used HSI color space for detection and then used SVM for classification of traffic signs. L.W.Tsai et ale [2] proposed a different color model for making road sign colors more squeezed. After the transformation, the RBF network is then used to excerpt road sign candidates and then a rectification process is also applied to rectifying each slanted road. X.W.Gao et ale [3] applied the color advent model CIECAM97 to extract color information and extract the shape features by FASTS model to segment and classify the traffic signs. S. Prieto et al. [4] used a kind of ANN called SAM at every level of the detection and recognition of RSs. A. de la Escalera et al. [6] used a inherent algorithm for the detection step, agree to invariance localization, scale, rotation, weather conditions, partial occlusion. Then the classification is done by using neural network classifier.
There are many methods to excerpt features from road signs for classification. P. Paclik et al. [8] use proposed the scale change invariant normalized central moments and compactness from binary images. H. Fleyeh et al. [9] has summarized Zernike moments as features. A fuzzy ARTMAP is trained directly with features or by using KLT for dimension reduction, or by using LDA algorithm as data separation and dimension reduction algorithm
In this paper the goal is to propose a new intelligent transport system to identify the red road signs that could be used for intelligent vehicles. In these vehicles an image of road scene is captured by a camera and then the type of traffic sign is determined. The system has three major steps: Traffic board detection, feature extraction, and classification.
CHARECTRISTICS OF ROADSIGN
Traffic signs have been designed so that they are easily distinct from driving environment. The colour for traffic sign are chosen in a way such that, it serves different purposes and is also distinguishable for the driver while driving. The signs are characterized by fixed shapes like triangle, circle, octagon, and rectangle. The combined feature of shape and colour are used by the driver to distinguish a traffic sign. Hence an autonomous system also uses the same principle of the colour and shape of the traffic signs. With respect to the road the traffic signs are positioned at well-defined locations so that the drivers can expect the position of the sign. The road sign may contain text as a string of characters, picture or both to represent the meaning of the sign. They are characterized by using fixed text fonts and character heights. There are a large number of traffic signs in India categorized as WARNING, COMPULSORY, REGULATORY and INFORMATORY . This makes a total of 92 traffic signs all together. These signs are mainly characterized by colour and shape. Figure 2 shows the different types of Indian traffic sign , 
PROPOSED APPROACH
Our proposed approach uses the HOG feature and k-NN classifier to efficiently classify the traffic-sign images. It enhances the classifier performance and improve the performance under various illumination conditions like under or over illumination. Fig. 2 shows the proposed approach. 
Where ThR 1 and ThB 1 threshold values for red and blue band, these values are computed by using binary thresholding method. 
Shape Analysis
The main task of shape analysis includes cleaning the binary image from noise and Small objects, applying connected components labelling algorithm and identifying the traffic sign. This module recognized road traffic sign so that it becomes invariant to the in-plane transformations. This means that the consequential sign has a fixed size and it is located in a standard position where its center of gravity is located in the center of the image. 
HOG FEATURE EXTRACTION
The HOG was proposed by Dalal and Triggs [12] and primarily used for pedestrian detection. 
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR CLASSIFIER
The idea in k-Nearest Neighbor method is to identify k samples in the training set whose liberated variable x are similar to u and we use these k samples to classify this new sample into a class v. If all we are prepared to assume is that f is a smooth function, a practical idea is to look for samples in our training data that are near (in terms of the independent variables) and then we have to compute v from the values of y for these samples. When it talk about neighbors it suggest that there is a distance or dissimilarity measure that it can compute between samples based on the independent variables. For the moment it would concern ourselves to the most popular measure of distance: Euclidean distance.
The Euclidean distance between the points x and u is
It examine other ways to measure distance between points in the space of independent analyst variables when we discuss clustering methods. The simplest case is k = 1 where we have to find the sample in the training data which is closest (the nearest neighbor) to u and set v = y where y is the class of the nearest neighboring sample.In the proposed approach traffic signs are classified by using k-NN classifier.In this approach using 18 different classes like(school zone,one way,two way,speed breaker etc..,) are used.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample Database Images
A database comprising of 200 images is created for evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The dataset consists of all variety of traffic signs like warning sign, prohibitory sign, information sign and mandatory sign. The images are captured under varying scale and illumination conditions. . Some of the traffic sign images are shown in figure 8. 
Experimental Results
In this section, the exhaustive experimentation of the proposed methodology on the created dataset has been presented. From the experimental analysis it is observed that the proposed methodology works better results for traffic sign recognition. The proposed methodology based on HOG feature is experimented for 18 different classes like school zone,40 km speed limit,50 km speed limit, pedestrian crossing, speed breaker, two way crossing and one way crossing etc.., Initially, the traffic sign board is detected from the input images using RGB based color segmentation algorithm. After color segmentation, the segmented image undergoes a post processing step using morphological operations. Next, the Histogram of oriented gradients of the segmented image is computed which yields five orientation angles as theta=0, 45, 90, 135 and 180 degree. Finally the histogram of the edge descriptor is the feature vector of the proposed algorithm. The obtained feature vector is classified using the traditional k-NN classifier. The proposed algorithm for traffic sign recognition attains a classification accuracy of 63%. Graphical User Interface (GUI) results of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 9 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new and effective method for both detection and recognition of traffic signs. The proposed system uses a very simple and accurate detection procedure and classifies the detected image with a accurate feature extraction algorithm along with a classifier. The proposed strategy comprises three main sections. At first the road sign image must be detected from road scene image. The RGB-based colour thresholding was used for detection. Then for extraction of features using HOG. Finally the feature vector of road sign is classified using k-NN classifier. Experimental results indicate that the proposed system is strong against non-uniform illuminations, scale and rotations. But it has some defects. For instance if there is more than one red road sign in the image, the response will not be unique. So some improvements remain as tasks for the future. Hence the proposed recognition procedure could be used also for recognition of the blue road signs and as the future task we'll improve our system to detect and recognize the road signs in complex background scenario and we will increase the number of road sign classes.
